
Specialty Shade Options
 CORNER AND BAY WINDOW 
 • Made as individual shades to fit in bay or corner windows
 •  Each section will have its own control, recommend opposite 

corners
 •  Indicate each shade with bypass or butt
 • Manufacturer will take appropriate deductions for proper fit

 • Vertical Blinds: standard valance and cord/chain only
 •  Wood/Faux Wood: valances are mitered in the corner for a 

finished look
 • Cornices are not available on Bay or Corner Windows

 MEASURING GUIDES

Three-sided Bay Window

Measure:

A & C:   Width of side windows from the corners to the point you 
would like the shade to cover.

B:  Width of the center window from corner to corner.
Angle A-B:  Angle between windows (A) and (B).
Angle B-C: Angle between windows (B) and (C).

Measure bay angle using protractor or angle fi nder. Or use two business 
cards in bay corner as illustrated and fax to customer service.

OR

E.  Depth from the center of the baseline to the back center window.

Five-sided Bay Window

Measure:

A & E:  Width of side windows from the corners to the 
point you would like the shade to cover.

B, C & D:  Width of each center window from corner to 
corner.

Angle A-B: Angle between windows (A) and (B).
Angle B-C: Angle between windows (B) and (C).
Angle C-D: Angle between windows (C) and (D).
Angle D-E: Angle between windows (D) and (E).

Measure bay angle using protractor or angle fi nder. Or use 
two business cards in bay corner as illustrated and fax to 
customer service.

Four-sided Bay Window

Measure:

A & D:  Width of side windows from the corners to the 
point you would like the shade to cover.

B & C:  Width  of each window from corner to    
corner.

Angle A-B: Angle between windows (A) and (B).
Angle B-C: Angle between windows (B) and (C).
Angle C-D: Angle between windows (C) and (D).

Measure bay angle using protractor or angle fi nder. Or use two 
business cards in bay corner as illustrated and fax to customer 
service.
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Corner Window

Measure:

Width of each window from corner to the point you would like to 
cover. If not a 90 degree corner, must indicate angle measurement.
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SHADES ON CORNER WINDOWS
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